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Christopher Kim ‘16, BMB
Research Title: "Effects of LRRK2 Inhibition on Inflammasome Activation in Microglia"
Mentor: Dr. Harris Gelbard
Neurology/ Center for Neural Development & Disorders

Samantha Loria ‘16, BMG/HIS
Research Title: "Breakdown of Protein Aggregates by Selective Autophagy"
Mentor: Dr. Sina Ghaemmaghami
Biology

Allison Martin ‘16, BIO/PSY
Research Title: "The Genetics of Forgetting: Learning and Memory Retention in Nasonia"
Mentor: Dr. Jack Werren
Biology

Rose Richter ‘16, BIO
Research Title: “Characterization of lateral gene transfer events in Hemiptera”
Mentor: Dr. Jack Werren
Biology

Victor Wang ‘16, BMG
Research Title: "Role of B Cells in Bone Homeostasis in Rheumatoid Arthritis"
Mentor: Dr. Jenn Anolik
Immunology / Rheumatology

Luoying (Fifi) Yang ‘16, BNS
Research Title: "The Presence of Errfi1 in Neonatal Cochlea and its Interference with ErbB2-Dependent Proliferation in Supporting Cells"
Mentor: Dr. Patricia White
Neurobiology and Anatomy